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A PRODUCTION CONTROL AND
ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
y	 INTRODUCTION
CURRENT PRODUCTION CONTROL AND ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
The techniques used for production control and accounting in the Data
Processing Branch of the Information Processing Division at - oddard Space -
Flight Center have consisted of c onstant and progressive adaptations to cope with
operational demands. As the workload, has increased the requirements for ac-
counting and' control within the data processing establishment have correspond-
ingly increased.
The system has evolved from one where records and reports were compiled
on the processing of a- few hundred-magnetic- tapes by a few-individuals, into one
-	 utilizing,many people to-maintain control and perform accounting work on the
processing of thousands of magnetic tapes.
The introduction of data processing equipment into the system of operations
has been an integral part of the improvements made to keep pace with the - growing
processing responsibilities. To complement the operations electronic accounting
machines were introduced to produce punched cards which could be used by com-
puters to compile accounting records and summaries of the data processing
activities. Magnetic tapes were. also introduced into the system for information
storage and retrieval. These operations, although mandatory, expanded the
manpower requirements and brought about the need for storage and library areas
for record keeping.
Inherent in the man-machine relationship are the complex tasks of operations
control such as scheduling, accounting and reporting. These tasks, by their very
nature, have introduced other work functions that must be efficiently carried out
in order to maintain a well coordinated production cycle.
It has been evident for some time that to be able to facilitate the present
methods, mw,y of the activities now performed manually, will have to be done by
computers. 7'o accomplish this an automated system must be placed into service.
Many of the ri3dundant and time consuming aspects of the current system of pro-
duction control and accounting would be eliminated by automating the various
tasks. Manua Ay operated electronic accounting machines could be removed from
many steps in the accounting process and operational and storage areas for large
quantities of records will no longer be necessary.
1
The Production Control and Accounting System (Figure 1) proposed in this
report, has been developed from an evaluation and study to modernize the present
system. The suggested system incorporates data processing<equipment availa-
ble in the Data Processing Branch along with supplementary devices necessary
for the system to meet the accounting requirements imposed-upon it.- _It will re
twin the operational structure of the current organization while offering the tools
of automation_to_ centralize and ,provide-more exacting control over-the produc-----
ntio-process. -
	
-	
-_
DATA- ACQUISITION NETWORK
	 -
-
	
	 The acquisition of satellite telemetry data is conducted by NASA's Space
Tracking and Data Acquisition Network. The network is composed of data ac-
quisition and range rate tracking stations. Telemetry data are recorded on4	 analog magnetic tapes at these stations and are sent to the Data-Processing
Branch at GSFC for information processing.
Two logistics report responsibilities are conducted by the stations to sup-
port the orderly flow of magnetic tapes from the field stations to GSFC. The
stations communicate with GSFC by teletype and send two different teletyped
reports for use by the Data Processing Branch. The first is a cumulative tape
report ( Figure 2) for ever„ ten tapes recorded at a station. The second tele-
type message, a Magnetic Tape Shipment List, ( Figure 3) , contains a list of
tapes shipped by a station. Both of these records are later used by the Data
Processing Branch to check against the Analog Tape Station Loo ( Figure 4)
which is shipped along with the magnetic tapes to the Data Processing Branch.
DATA PROCESSING BRANCH
The Data Processing Branch receives and processes analog data tapes from
the Space Tracking and Data Acquisition Network stations. The operational
functions entail several steps. An example of the processing is illustrated in
the Data Processing Operation Flow diagram (Figure 5) .
The operational requirements are divided into five areas. They are
(1) Analog tape evaluation; (2) Analog to Digital Conversion; (3) Telemetry Data
Reconstruction; (4) Experiment analysis and (5) Production Control. The fifth
area is a by-product of the operational process and involves the control, ac-
counting and record keeping required to maintain a well-ordered data processing
organization.
Briefly, the production process is carried out in the following manner.
Analog tapes are received from the stations and evaluated for signal quality.
1.t	 2
3r
STS028
RR GNET GPRK GSTS
DE GLGE 019
15/1854Z
INFO GSTS/CODE 536
REF 1963 38C CUMULATIVE TAPE. REPORT.
3758 050307 025755 031635 3383M144 55555 136.652 19 BCFGJ 2-GSFC
3779 061627 161800 - 163655 3383MI45 55555'136.652 18 BCFGJ 2 GSFC
3785 070326 031745 033635 3383MI45 55555 136.652 1-9 BCFGJ 2 GSFC
3798 080243 023355 024900 3383MI45 55555 136.652 11 BCFGJ 2 GSFC
-3812 090346 033730 035615 3583MI46 55555 136.652 19 BCFGJ 2 GSFC
3832 101519 151000 152905 3383MI46 55554 136.652 19 BCFGJ 2 GSFC
3839 110406 035715 041540 3383KH46 55555 136.652 17 BCFGJ 2 GSFC
3845 111436 142645 144530 3383MI47 55545 136.652 18 BCFGJ 2 GSFC
3865 130238 OZ3003 024820 3383MI47 55555 136.652 18 BCFGJ 2 GSFC
3900 151703 165510 171230 3383MI47 55555 136.652 17 BCFGJ 2 GSFC
REMARKS:	 -
REV 3758 W11t'VH 15MC	 =
REV 3798 DATA DEGRADED FROM 02454OZ TO 02490OZ DUE TO ERRAT' G
OPERATION OF TAPE RECORDER. WWVH 15MC
REV 3832 WWVH IOMC
REV 3839 WWVH 15MC
REV 3845 WWVH  5MC
REV 3865 AND 3900 WWVH 15MC
15/1901Z JUL GLGE
Figure 2. Teletyped Cumulative Analog Tape Report
This evaluation is performed by swmpling. The last tape on each satellite from
each station is selected each week for quality checking. The evaluation is used
as a performance check for the stations on their recording methods. Data are
then converted from an analog to a digital representation on magnetic tapes for
subsequent computer processing. Digital data are edited on a computer and ap-
propriate data quality checks are performed. Experiment decommutation,
telemetry calibration, and merging is performed. The outputs consist of mag-
netic tapes, punch cards, printouts and graphed plots. After processing is com-
pleted, the analog tapes receives} from the field stations, and master edit tapes
are stored for future use. Decommutated tapes, punch cards, orbit attitude
tapes and special purpos-- tapes are shipped to pertinent experimenters. All the
while this processing occurs, bookkeeping data is recorded on the data being
generated through the data processing cycle.
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GPR02RA
RR CLOG GNET GPRK GST.S GTWL
DE G3UR ()59
l l/.0919Z
TO GSTS/CODE 234
INFO GTVL/CODE 530 - STAOPS
REF - MAG4wTIC TAPE SHIPMENT_
1. -ROAC_BA1?4 10-11 -65 A V 9 093-493546
P. - BALTIMORE ETA UNKNOWN
S. 7 CARTONS 69 TAPES WEIGHT 148 KILOS
4. SAT NO	 TAPE NO
_ 64031 _	 403QS42-345
64511
	
451QO42=045
64541
	
-454Q 1-12A- 1 121 1134
64641
	
= 46461168 1169 114Q 1150
64741-
	
4740029	 -
64762
	
-476009C -
64 361	 49691913-1929	 -
65091
	
50090200 201 -
65321
	
50320130 1150 1160
65391
	
50390067
65421
	
50428317-324	 -	 -
65601
	
50600052
65891
	
50990001-005
65811
	
S 091 Q l 64 —172
5. LON BA 124 0900 AM 11-11-65
MY TW703 22.05 PM 11-11-65	 -
BALTIMORE F'IRAV AM 12-11-65
6. S.D. 345/65
11/0925Z ?IOV GBUR
I .
	 Figure 3. Magnetic Tape Shipment List
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Figure 4. Analog Tape Station Log
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Figure 5. Data Processing Operational Flow
DATA PROCESSING PRODUCTION CONTROL
Production control is necessary to maintain an organized processing opera-
tion. In doing so it allows the Data Processing Branch to be informed about the
data processing operation at any time. The production control structure of the
Data Processing Branch is a system that governs the flow of telemetry data
from its entry as raw data until it is passed on as finished processed data
(Fig-Lire 6) .
The production control and accounting tasks are carried out by three offices
of the Operations Section of the Data Processing Branch. They are (1) the Ana-
log Data Accounting Office (2) the Production Control Center and (3) the Digital
6 SHIPPING
TAT ION
SCALING
7
PRODUCTION FLOW & CONTROL
RAW
DATA
PRODUCTION CONTROL
MWORK COMPLETED
WORK SCHEDULES SPECIAL REFORiS
SPECIAL REQUESTS	 I
DATA	 ACCOUNTING
DATA RE- ANALOG/ DATA
CEIVING TAPE
'
ANALOG DIGITAL DIG I TAL PLOTTERS SHIPPING
^
I - VALU PROCESS- PROCESS- COMPUTER PRINTERS C
WORKING ATIONLINES
ING
LINES LANES SYSTEM EAM WORKINGSTORAGE STORAGE
DATA INSPECTION
QUALITY STANDARDS
DATA SAMPLES
REPORTS
0
QUALITY CONTROL
PROCESSED
DATA
Figure 6. Production Control
Data Accounting Office. The Analog and Digital Data Accounting Office are ad-
ministratively the same but are functionall y distinct and are presented accord-
ingly. Constant record control by these three offices enable the Data Processing
Branch to know the status and location of recorded data whenever it is needed.
The different phases of the data processing operation are discussed in rela-
tion to the production control office which is responsible for overall control and
accountant functions throughout processing.
ANALOG DATA ACCOUNTING OFFICE
The analog data accounting operations are shown in Figure 7. The cumu-
lative tape reports (Figure 2) and magnetic tape shipment reports (Figure 3)
are sent by the field stations to the Analog Data Accounting Office by teletype
machine. These reports are held by the Analog Data Accounting Office for ar-
rival of analog magnetic tapes from the same stations. Each analog tape re-
ceived is accompanied by a magnetic tape lcg ( Figure 4) which is then checked
against the teletyped reports to see that the correct tapes have been received.
The Analog Data Accounting Office must account for the movement of the analog
tapes from the time they are received until they are retired to tape archives.
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Figure 7. Analog Data Accounting Operations
After the analog tapes have been inspected, an analog tape documentation
card is punched. Two cards are punched for eacin file of data on a tape. One is
held for updating by the Analog Data Accounting Office and the other is sent to
Production Control for later use ( Figure 8) . This card contains all the neces-
sary information to determine the processing status of each tape.
Characters are punched over the first 53 columns plus ecluinns 70, 78, 79
and 80 of the card after the analog inspection. The characters represent the
initial identification of the tape for processing purposes. It contains the fol-
lowing information:
1. Satellite
2. Station
9
1a
►DATA RATE
FTYPE OF DATA
►REDUNDANCY
CODE
-LAST FILE
ON ANALOG
TAPE
,:Ap-
w DEN7IFICATION
SYMBOL
SATELLITE
STATION
ANALOG TAPE
TEAR
vONTHt DATE OF RECORDING
A1'
• 3
PASS--
;^ (UNUSED)
H000S
it MIND N__
fi SE :UNDS
ANALOG START TIME
HOURS
MiNUTES ANALOG STOP TIME
SECONDS
MO' *	 NTH DATE RECEIVED
DAY
EVALUATION CODE
MONTH DATE EVALUATED
DAY
T-
• MONTH DATE CONVERTED
DAY
CONVERSION LINE_
DATE STORED
LOCATION OF TAPE
ANALOG FILE NUMBER
• UNUSED COLUMNS
YEAR OF DECADE
Figure 8. Analog Tape Documentation Card
Analog Tape Number
1. Date of Recording
Pass Nw»ber
G. Analog Start Time
. analog Stop Time
\. Date Reeeived
k	 Redundanev Code
10. Last File On analog Tape
11. analog File Number
12. Card Identification Symbol
10
The remaining columns of data are punched in later after tape evaluation,
analog to digital conversion and final processing has been completed. This in-
formation is obtained from the records and logs prepared at the various places
processing occurs.
When a tape has been evaluated its associated card is taken from the file
and seven more columns are punched. They are columns 54 through 62, which
a
	contain; (1) Evaluation Quality Code, (2) Date Fvaluated.
When the analog to digital conversion.takes place the card is extracted again
from the files and columns 63 through 69 are punched with: (1) Date Converted,
(2) Conversion Line. Finally, the card is once again pulled to punch information
on it after all processing on the analog tape is terminated and the tape is stored.
Characters are punched in columns 71 through 79. The punched information
tells: (1) Date Stored, (2) Location of Tape.
The magnetic tapes are temporarily stored in the analog tape storage
library of the Analog Data Accounting Office until called for. One set of punched
cards is held by the Analog Data Accounting Office for updating and listings and
for some satellites a duplicate set is forwarded to the Production Control Center
who in turn sends it to the computer area when a digital data tape associated
with the analog tape reaches there. No further changes are made on the card
sent to Production Control.
The punched cards that have been prepared during the day are used to pro-
duce a daily listing of analog tapes. This listing is prepared for the Production
Control Center's use in scheduling production.
The Analog Data Accounting Office also used the punched cards to produce
a weekly station-by-station listing ( Figure 9) . Permanent retention of the
analog accounting data is accomplished by placing the information on a master
log kept on magnetic tape. The analog information along with information
punched on the cc rds from voter evaluation and digitizing phases, is listed for
use by the Production Control Center. The master tape is generate) from the
analog tape documentation cards, digital tape documentation; i.e., edit, cards
(edit) and decommutation cards. (The digital tape (edit) documentation cards
and the decommutation cards are explained in sections "Data Edit" and "Decom-
mutation".) This accumulated information is listed in the form of a combined
analog and digital tape chronological listing ( Figure 10) . This report is updated
weekly and contains all files of data processed. It is in chronological order of
the time a recording has taken place. The list is distributed to the satellite
project office, the Production Control Center and the Analog Data Accounting
Office.
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A16 ANALOG STA/STA LISTING	 PAGE 005
SAT STA TAPE DATE
	
PASS INTRNAL START	 STOP	 DATE	 DATE DATE DATE CC
NO RECORD NO	 CODE TIME	 TIME	 RECD OTL EVAL DIGIT S/S CT
A16 SPO 0035 . 640605_1007 64 03 A 225200 23SSOO  40609 A 40611 40618 01
Alb BP0 0036 640606 1008 64 03 A 021400 032100 40609 A 40615 40618 01
Ale GPO 0037 640606 1029 64 03 A 220401 . 232555 40611 A 40615 40616 01
A16 SPO 0038 640610 1037 64 03 A 001030 011600 40611 A 40616 40616 01
A16 SPO 0039 640610 1043 64 D3 A 192033 201710 40611 40616 01.
A16 SPO 0039 640610 1044 64 03 A 225500 000920 40611 A 40615 40617 02
A16 BPO 0040 64061 .1 1049 64 03 A 180047 164530 40615 40623  01
A16 GPO 0040 640611 1051 64 03 A 212700 223500 40615 40623 02
A16 8PO 0041 640612 1056 64 03 A 164024 172111 40615 40623 01
Alb BPO 0041 640612 1058 64 03 A 200400 210610 40615 40623 02
A16 SPO 0042 640615 1080 64 03 A 192515 202200 40619 40627 01
A16 8P0 0042 640(15 1081 64 03 A 231015 231410 40619 40627 02
A16 SPO 004_3_ 640616 L087 64 03 A 181433 185400 40619 40714 at_
A16 BPO 0043 640616 1088 64 03 A 214315 224452 40619 A 40623 40710 02
A16 APO 0044 640617 1089 64 03 A 005910 015700 40619 40627 01
Alb SPO 0044 640617 1095 64 03 A 201110 211030 40519 A 40622 40627 02
A16 GPO 0045 640618 1102 64 03 A 184700 193840 40623 40626 01__
A16 GPO 0045 640618 1103 64 03 A 221540 232445 40623 40626 02
A16 SPO 0046 640619 1,104 64 03 A 024903 031330 40623 _40626 01
A16 BPO 0047 640619 1109 64 03 A 171130 180610 40625 UO21 01
A16 SPO 0047 640619 1109 64 03 A 172830 180610 40625 UD21__ 01
A16 BPO 0047 6 4 0622 1130 64 03 A 164830 173230 40625 UO21 02
A16 BPO 0048 640622 1132 64 03 A 201755 242050 40625 40715 01
A16 BPO 0048 640623 1139 64 03 A 185233 194840 40625 40715 02
A16 BPO 0049 640623 1140 64 03 A 222100 23_3400 40625 UD21 at
A16 aP0 0049 640624 1141 64 03 A 015000 024400 40625
_
UO21 02
A16_ SPO OOSO 640624 1146 64 03 A 173330 161920 40625 UD21 01
A16 SPO 0050 640624 1147 64 03 A 211200 220640 40625 B 40629 UD21 02
A16 SPO 0051 640625 1152 64 03 A 161000 165030 40629 40706 01
A16 SPO 0051 640625 1154 64 03 A 193740 203330 40629 40706 02
A16 BPO 0052 640626 1159 64 03 A 145100 152500 40629 40706 01
A16 SPO 0052 640626 1161 64 03 A 181500 190750 40629 40706 C2
A!6 BPO 0053 640o26 1162 64 03
-
A 214750 222215 40706 _ 40716 _ 01
A16 BPO 0053 640629 1183 64 03 A 1 -136UO 182630 40706 40708 02
A16 BPO 0054 640629 1184 64 03 A 210500 221335 40706 40708 01
A16 BPO 0054 640630 1190 64 03 A 161755 165710 407,06 40716 02
A16 SPO 0055 64063_0 _1191_ 6403 A 194100 204530 40706 40708_ 01_
A16 BPD 0055 640701 1198 64 03 A 182110 191710 40706 A 40707 40716 02
A16 BPO 0056 640701 1199 64 03 A 214930 225830 40706 _ 40716 01
A16 BPO 0056 640102 1205 64 03 A 170630 175040 40706 4)708 02
_A16 SPO 0057 640702 1206 64 03 A 202600 213340 40706 40708 01
A16 GPO 0057 640703 1212 64 03 A 153600 161820 40706 40716 02
A16 BPO 0058 640703 1213 64. 03 A 190440 192820 40'09 40710 01
A16 BPO 0058 640706 1234 64 03 A 150210 153800 40719 40710 02
A16 BPO 0058 640706 1235 64 03 A 182600 192500 4070% _ _4_0710 03
A16 8PO 0059 640707 1242 64 03 A 170702 175510 40709 40710 01
A16 BPO 0059 640707 143 64 03 A 203005 214135 40709 40710 02
A16 SPO 6060 640708 1?49 64 C3 A 154320 162951 40709 40710 01
A16 SPO 0060 640708 1250 04 03 A 191000 201300 40709 40710
 02
A16 BPO 0061 640709 1257 64 03 A 174900 184400 407:3 40717 O1
A16 BPO 0061 640710 1265_64_03 A_ 195430 21_010_0 40713 A 40715 40717 02
A16 BPO 0062 640712 1279 64 03 A 211345 215626 40713 B 40714 OL
A16 BPO 0063 640713 1286 64 03 A 154858 163554 40716 DELET 01
416 GPO 0063 640713 1267 64 03 A 191641 102300 40716 DELET 02
A16 SPO 0064 640_7_14 1293 64 03 A 142732 150807 40716 40720 01
A16 BPO 0064 640715 1299 64 03 A 130609 134300 40716 A 40720 40720 02
Figure 9. Analog Tape Station-by-Station Listing
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When processing has been completed on analog tapes, and all relevant infor-
mation has been forwarded to the experimenters, the analog tapes are sent to
magnetic tape archives where they are stored.
PRODUCTION CONTROL CENTER
The Production Control Center controls coordinates and schedules work-
loads for the processing lines. Its responsibilities are: (1) to schedule tapes
for processing and storage and (2) to maintain records on the tapes.
The Production Control Center assumes control of tape processing after
they are notified that a tape record has been prepared. The Center receives an
advanc A telemetry tracking report from the Network Engineering Division and
a copy of the daily analog tape listing from the Analog Data Accounting Office.
The two records are used to prepare a production chart for control purposes
( Figure 11) . The chart is a record that contains scheduling and status infor-
mation and must be filled out before processing of the tapes is started. A line
of the chart provides information on an analog tape. Analog to Digital Operations
under direction of the Production Control Center are illustrated in the flow dia-
gram of Figure 12. The Production Control Center determines which tapes
are to be evaluated or processed; for analog to digital, or analog to analog con-
versions. To initiate processing, the Center issues an Analog Tape Library
Request Form ( Figure 13) . This is a triplicate form. One copy is held by the
Production Control Center and the carbon copies accompany the tape as it is
processed.
Magnetic Tape Evaluation
Analog tapes received from data acquisition stations are evaluated for re-
cording quality. The Production Control Center selects a sample of incoming
tapes for evaluation. An Analog Tape Library Request Form which is a receipt
to follow tape movement, is issued to the Analog Data Accounting Library- to ob-
tain the tapes. Data inspectors in the Evaluation Group compare the analog
signals to standards and record the data on Tape Evaluation Logs ( Figure 14).
A check is made en recording track assignments, frequency, amplitude and sig-
nal modulation. The data is evaluated as good, questionable, and unusable. The
overall tape quality is evaluated as processable, limited, questionable cr useless.
Further analysis is made when the performance logs are summai',sed into two
weekly reports that are manually prepared by Evaluation: the station telemetry
report, and the summary of magnetic tapes received and evaluated. The Opera-
tions Branch utilizes these reports as a check on the recording techniques of
station operators and on the efficiency of station equipment.
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Figure 12. Analog to Digital Operation
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Analog to Digital Conversion
When enough analog tapes have accumulated so data can be put together for
a continuous time period, the Production Control Center sends an analog library
tape request and the tape is transported to the analog to digital conversion lines
for processing. The o^.ttputs of the conversion lines are in the form of digital
magnetic tapes whose formats are computer compatible. Each file consists of
data collected during one pass of a satellite over a station. The digital tapes
and punched cards, made from tapes where both data and commands are re-
corded, are sent to the Digital Data Dispatching Office for temporary storage
until they are used for computer processing.
When a digital buffer tape is produced, an analog-to-digital processing log
is filled out by the conversion line operator ( Figure 15) . This form is a
record of information about the condition of the recorded data. An analog-to-
digital summary form ( Figure 16) is also filled out at this time. Copies of
the two forms are distributed to the Production Control Center, a Quality Con-
trol Group, and the Contractor Operations Office. Upon approval of Production
Control, the keypunch section of the Analog Accounting Office updates the analog
documentation card.
The Production Control Center schedules data edit runs on the computer
and requests the Digital Data Dispatching Office to forward the digital tapes and
accompanying material to the computer room at specified times.
When a production run is made up by the Production Control, a production
schedule ( Figure 17) sheet is made up listing all the digital tapes to be edited
by the computers.
DIGITAL DATA ACCOUNTING
The Digital Data Accounting Office performs the record keeping of all
activities taking place after analog-to-digital processing ends and the edit stage
begins. The Digital Data Dispatching Office releases the tapes that are processed
on computers when they receive a computer production schedule for Production
Control. The digital data tapes that are used for edit runs, analog cards and
computer scheduling forms are released from the Dispatching Office and are
returned to it after processing. Weekly reports are prepared by Digital Data
Accounting to provide quantitative information on the number of analog files
processed, the number of tapes to be processed and the number of tapes shipped.
The operational aspects of the Digital Data Accounting are shown in Figure 18
and Figure 19.
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Data Edit
The dispatcher releases the tapes and logs to the computer room and makes
an entry into the buffer tape log form ( Figure 20) . , After an edit tape has
been made from the digital tapes, the tapes and the analog-to-digital conversion
logs are returned to the Digital Data Dispatcher. They are accompanied by the
edit outputs that have been generated. The edit material consists of the edit
tape, three copies of edit listings and machine punched edit cards ( Figure 21)
for each file on the edit tape.
The dispatcher records the date the buffer tapes were processed in the
buffer log book. One copy of the analo^-to-digital conversion log is retained.
The edit output material is then distributed. Buffer and edit tapes are sent to
the digital data tape storage area. A copy of the edit listing and an elapsed time
report are sent to the Quality Control Group for data inspection. The punched
edit cards, a copy of the edit listing and the elapsed time report go to Production
Control. A keypunch instruction sheet and the machine punched edit cards are
sent to the keypunch section by Digital Data Accounting to update the cards after
Quality Control examines the data and finds it to be acceptable and it is re-
leased by Production Control. (If a file is rejected, Production Control decides
upon a rerun or deletion of the file. The card is destroyed if the file is deleted.)
The copy of the edit listing is retained and filed in the Digital Data Accounting
Office.
The edit tape number, the orbi-. number, the seauence number of the file on
a card, the buffer tape number and the conversion date are punched during the
computer edit run and edit dates are added by the keypunch operator. The cards
are listed and checked by Production Control prior to updating. This is done to
determine if the edit run was performed satisfactorily. An updated edit card is
shown in Figure 22.
The updated edit cards are placed in the suspense file in the Digital Data
Accounting Office. A listing of the updated edit cards is held in the Production
Control Center for reference.
Decommutation
A data inspection group performing quality control determines if edit files
should be decommutated on the basis of established quality standards. An Edit
Release Form ( Figure 23) with data inspection information is sent to the Pro-
duction Control Center.
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DATA PROCESSING BRANCH
PRODUCTION LOG
SATELLITE	 — SYSTEM	 _	 —DATE	 --- —
INPUT
TELEMENTRY ACOU. DATA ANALOG MEDIA
Stohon	 No. — Film No. —Si.*—
Dot•	 T•I•mentry Strip
Recorded-	 F-0 Chart No.	 Speed
Sa,ell,te
Tape No.	 _ Formal Graph No.	 Sire _—
Bt
P.- No. 	 Rate Photo No.	 Size
Tope
Speed-1 7/8 3 VA 71/2 15 30 Other
60	 .20
DIGITAL MEDIA
Punched
	TIME INFORMATION	 Paper T ope No
Start	 :-_:	 Card Type	 FJe No.—
MagnNic
Stop	 . _	 Top• No.	 File No._
Elapsed_:_	 _ O,h•,
DIGITAL MEDIA
Punched
Pope, rope
Card Type	 File No.	 _	 TIME INFORMATION
Mo gnetic
Tape No.	 File No.__- Starr	 .
Tape Serial No.	 Stop	 ---
Ocher _	 Elapsed
OUTPUT
ANALOG MEDIA DUPLICATION MEDIA
Film No.	 Sire Film-No. Copies
ip 'trip
Ct..,t No.
	
Speed Chart-No. Copies
Graph No.
	
Size-__ Graph-No. Copies ---
Photo No. —Six* Photo-No. Copies
Other_ Tape-No. Copies
RE PRODUCE TRANSPORT	 TIME SYSTEM
A. Tope Transport Speed-: 7/8 3 3/1 7 1/2 15 30 60 120 I.P.S. 	 A. Linearizing Freq. In Use?	 yes q 	 No
B. Servo Control-Prec. Freq. q Line q Cotl Track 00ther q 	 B. Ti— Code Used-8!-C-Dt 0 SD L] BCD&SD [] Accum.
None r Other `1
C. Servo Pefformance- E.cellentD Good [:] Fair q Poor	 C. Time 0- lity - E.ca11•0 (^j Goad rE] Fair	 Poor r
TELEMENTRY PROCESSING SYSTEM
A. Sync Source-R•c. Agc CC.F, Agc q T•lementry Sig.	 COMPUTER SYSTEM
Ot v -^
B. Sync Counbr- 11 —00	 A. Tap• D•nairy-N,gh q Low q 0the,
C. Sync Performance- Excellent[] Good L__! Fair U Poor	 B. I.D. Error-Yes r No E
D. Telementry Sipnol Quality-Excellent r Good C Fair C3 	 C. Tope Parity Error•-Yes q No r Est, Va.
Poo, ^.J
E. D,s.n inoro, Used-210 0 970 189 
	
Other -	D. Block Leng,h-Standard[]
F. Tope Speed Compensation in Use o Yes[ No[]
	
E. Record Leng,h-Stando,d G Ctha__
S. 5,s • .- Cahb,atea P,.o , to ,his Pun' Yes 71 No f^] 	 F. Ou,put Tope Unit-729 r 906 q Other_	 --
OPERATOR COMMENT
OPERATOR__	 __ CODE
^	 ere	 --
Figure 20. Buffer Tape Log Form
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Figure 21. Machine Produced Edit Card and Keypunch Copy with Printed Line Added
The Production Control Center schedules the decommutation runs and sends
a request to the dispatching office to send edit tapes to the computer -room. The
Digital Data Accounting Office files the edit cards in the suspense file antil the
weekly updating of the master accounting tapes is performed.
	
I _
After decommutation is finished, the edit tapes are returned with decommu-
tation material to the Digital Data Dispatching Office. The material consists of
(1) decommutation tapes for each experiment, (2) decommutation printouts, and
(3) an experimenter documentation card. The dispatcher returns the edit tapes
to the digital tape storage and holds the decommutation data in temporary storage
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Figure 22. Updated Edit Card Through the Edit Field
pending release by the data inspection group prior to shipment. The decommu-
tation printouts to be sent to experimenters a.e routed to the data inspection
group in Qtality Control. The Digital Data Accounting Office sends the experi-
menter documentation cards to the Production Control Center which lists and
verifies their contents. The cards are then returned to the - Digital Data Ac-
counting Office which has a shipping letter created through a computer run.
Decommutation and shipping data is punched in the edit cards ( Figure 24) .
The edit cards are once again returned to the suspense files for use in the
xre.: Idy update of the master file tape.
The data inspection group releases the decommutation tapes for shipment
to the experimenters and sends a report to the Production Center which in turn
forwards a release for shipment to the Digital Shipping and Receiving Office.
EdiVcards are removed from the files and the shipping data is punched in them
.( Figure 25) .
The decom cards are used by a computer to make three copies of a shipping
letter ( Figure 26) which lists each file on a decommutation tape. The experi-
menter receives two copies of the shipping letter and returns one with signature
-acknowledgement of receipt to the Digital Shipping Office.
The Shipping Office prepares a magnetic tape receipt in triplicate (Figure 27)
for each tape. One copy is held and two copies accompany the tape. One
copy is returned from the receiving experimenter upon receipt of the tapes.
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Figure 25. Updated Edit Card Through the Released Feld
After the rlccommutation tapes have been shipped to the experimenter the
production c%-cle is crnnpleted and the digital Inlffe r tapes are erased.
()L T I('li LOOK MAJUES i S
At times. rapid assessment of digitized data is needed. When such a case
arises. a "(I ui(• k look" buffer tale and an analog-to-digital conversion tog form
are given to the Digital Data Dispatching Office. No formal accounting takes
place for this process.
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SATELLITE	 EXPERIMENTER
Pl.ose sign and return this receipt to code 564.
DESCRiFTION INVENTORY EC:T DESCRIPTION	 INVENTORY EDIT
PLEASE NOTE ANY DISCREPANCIES
OR DAMAGE
--	 L	 —	 Signature	 — --
GSPC 27-6 18•'651
Figure 27. Receipt for Magnetic Tapes
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PRODUCTION CONTROL AND ACCOUNTIN SYSTEM
The current accounting system employed by the Data Processing Branch
has three main storage elements. They are an analog card library, a digital
card library and a magnetic tape master storage file.
The proposed Production Control And Ao.-counting - System (Figure 1) will
incorporate all these areas into one operational and storage facility. All the
data contained - on the punched cards and on magnetic tape will be available in a
disk storage file.
All information needed for production control decision making, all data re-
quired for accounting purposes, and all data used for the various - listings will be
readily accessable' for call up by the system. The strength of this system re-
sides in the availability of the data. Operations required for the sorting and
merging-of data in order to update and reformat files of information will be
reduced. Program effort will be directed towards-more qualitative types of
=	 operations because of the virtual elimination of data manipulation routines.
PROCEDURAL MODIFICATIONS
The present procedures-= can be modified in the following manner when the
Production Control_and -Accounting System is placed into operation.
Analc 3, Documentation
One set of analog tape documentation-cards (Figure 8) can be generated
instead of two when the cards are
-
 created. The information on the cards can ro
inserted into a random access,-mass -disk storage file through an input station
of a data collection system when a small number of cards are to-be stored.
When there are a large number of cards containing data to be =stored the cards
can be inserted through a high speed = card reader connected to a central proc-
essor unit.
The set of punched cards ordinarily held by the Analog Accounting Office need
not be retained once the punched card information :.as-been stored on the disk.
(Cards should be temporarily retained until a weedy magnetic tape duplicate
the master file on the disk is made. This redundant operation is performed to
guard against the possibility of information damage in the master file. If the
cards were discarded immediately no records would be available.) A set of
cards will be forwarded to Production Control if they are to be u ,ed for compute]
inputs at a later time. If not, they can be discarded after initial entry-of the
data.
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Storage Medium Change
By changing the storage medium from punched cards to a random access,
mass storage medium the need for maintaining a card suspense file is eliminated.
The manual steps of entering, arranging and removing cards is no longer nec-
essary. In the case of the analog documentation card, the entries after tape
evaluation, analog to digital conversion, and final processing can be inserted
directly into the random access storage from an input station.
'Weekly Station-by-Station and Chronological Listings
The weekly station-by-station listings ( Figure 9) developed on magnetic
tape from the analog documentation cards can be called for directly from a
central processor which will extract the required data from storage and print
it on a high speed printer. The weekly chronological Analog to Digital listing,
-which is now obtained by sorting the master tape, can also be acquired directly
from the disk file for output. This function can be performed under message
control from the Production Control Office.
Edit
Cards produced by a computer during an edit run must be updated after the
process, after decommutation of data and when all work is complete and tapes
are released for shipping. They are used to produce listings and to supply digital
data information to be pl6ced on the master accounting tape. A substantial
amount of card punch work is conducted by electronic accounting machine op-
erators, and the card suspense files must be referenced many times.
The Production Control System will use the edit cards- for initial entry of
digital data and then the cards can be discarded after a temporary holding
period. -The subsequent updating, necessary listings and use of the accounting
data for the master accounting tape can be extracted from the disk storage file.
Decommutation
Decommutation cards are punched at the time the experimental data is
separated by computer processing. These cards are checked and updated for
the purpose of creating shipping letters and for updating the master accounting
tape.
_ In the Production Control System the decommutation data on the cards will
be entered immediately into the disk storage by use of an input station in a data
collection system. All information put in to update a card will be keyed in or
34
referenced, through an input station, and shipping letters will be printed out when
the Production Control Center directs personnel operating the central .processor
to do so. The decommutation cards can also be removed from use after the data
has been entered into the system.
SYSTEM CONCEPTS
The implementation of the Production Control System-will eliminate the
majority of the card punch operations -now being performed. - Once operational-
efficiency has been reached and confidence gained in the system further reduc-
tions in the control and accounting process can be undertaken.
A two stage phasing' procedure can be carried out to achieve full system
-performance. The first phase will involve a.rearrangement of assignments in
the Analog Data Accounting, the Digital Accounting and the Production Control
Center offices to realize mare effective control. Accounting and listing related
to production control activities that are done on other computer systems will be
transferred to the Production Control System. Cards will be retained only for
unusual program tasks as will magnetic tapes that do not require sort and
merging to update data files for record keeping.	 -
The second phase will place greater reliance upon the s7 . stem. The Pro-
duction Control Center will make greater use of the system for message trans-
mission to other production elements. System programs will t e developed so
Production Control can communicate directly with the central processor to gen-
erate whatever data it desires, rather than transmitting a coded request for op-
erational personnel on the central processor to call forth a program to perform
the task. When operational capability has been proven and an accurate assess-
ment made, the centralized control functions can be distributed to other opera-
tional elements and the input and output stations added accordingly in order to
accommodate them.
SYSTEM EQUIPMENT
The Production Control System is shown in Figure 28. The system con-
sists of the IBM central processor, a 1311 disk storage file of sir million
characters; expandable to eight million characters; ic:ur 729 Mod IV digital tape
drives, a 1402 card reader/punch, a 1403 high speed printer, a 1026 transmis-
sion control unit t3 connect the central processor to data collection stations, six
1031 input stations and four 1033 output printer stations. The purpose of -3ach
piece of equipment will be described in the paragraphs to follow.
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IB11I Central Processing Unit
The IBM 1401 is a programmed controlled digital computer. ( Figure 29)
It will route data and messages between data collection stations. It will order,
load and retrieve data from the disk storage. It wilt accept information from
the magnetic tape drives and the card reader. Upon command to output, it will
send data to be written on magnetic tape, output to the 1403 printer and to the
1402 card punch.
I-jAI 1311 Dish Storage Drive
The 1311 Disk Storage Drive ( Figure 30) will be used in the system as a
random access master storage for 5.76 million characters of accounting data.
Figure 29. IBM 1401 Processing Unit
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The total storage capacity of the disk storage drive is 6 million characters.
The locations in excess of the amount used for accounting data will be used for
related statistical information and for program routines for the Production
Control System.
IBM 729 Mod IV Digital Tape Drives
The magnetic tape da ives ( Figure 31) will be used for a variety of support
activities. To augment the Production Control System, one tape unit will contain
a master executive library tape for programs stored in the disk storage drive
plus auxiliary programs for processing related to the system. This will include
programs that perform statistical analysis and tabulations on t; , a accounting
data. The other magnetic tape units will be used to record completed files of
individual satellites and as an extension to the master file for data removed
from disk storage because of satellite inactivity. The tape drives can be
operated with magnetic tapes recorded at 200 and 556 characters per inch.
IBM 1402 Card Punch/Reader
The 1402 card punch/reader will be used for reading large quantities of
punched cards when initial entries of analog and digital documentation data are
loaded into the Production Control and Accounting System disk storage drive. It
will also be used for punched card generation when needed. The card punch/
reader is illustrated in Figure 32. The 1402 reads cards at a speed of 800 per
minute and will punch 250 cards per minute.
IBM 1403 Printer
The IBM 1403 printer is illustrated in Figure 33. It will be utilized as the
principal source for all outputs. This will include immediate printouts of single
files, or groups of files for any, or all satellites. It will also include the station-
by-station listings, analog to digital chronological listings, random, daily and
weekly summary reports on the status of the satellite data in the different proc-
essing stages. The printing speed of the 1403 is 600 lines per minute with up to
1.30 characters per line.
IBM 1031 Data Collection Input Stations
The input stations ( Figure 34) will be the entry points for accounting data
set into the disk storage master file. They will be used as the point of origin
for message communications and for instructions between the Production Control
Center and the other operational areas of the Production Control and Accounting
System organization. There will be six input stations available in four areas
38
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Figure 30, IBM 1311 Disk Storage Drive
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l	 -....	 30	 II	 3)
;ire 32. IBM 1402 Card Read—Punch
that must put data into the accounting record storage locations. The input rate
fro-i a collection static:n :s governed by
 a transmission control unit which moves
BCD characters at a rate of 60 per second. Inputs will be by use of Lunen cards
or by manually keyed entries.
IBM 103 Data Collection Output Termin als
There will he fear IBM 1033 output terminals (Figure 35) in the system.
The terminals can pri,it 130 characters per line at a rate of 14.8 characters per
Gecond. Th,.,e print stations will be use r' for message control, rutput of random,
compact listings and summary reports by the Production Control Center.
11
Figure 33. IBM 1403 Printer
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Figure 34. IBM 1031
43
Figure 35. IBM 1033 printer
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IBM 1021; Transmission Control Unit
The transmission control unit ( Figure 36 is the control s%-nchnmizer for
the 1030 data collection input (1031 input station) and output (1033 output printer)
equipment. The unit must be connected Ixtween the. central processor and 01v
data collection portion of the system for synchronized data floc.
Figure 36. Tronsmi: ion Control Unit
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ACCOUNTING OPERATIONS
The Production Control System will involve a redistribution of current ac-
counting operation activit.es . The operations depicted in Figure 7, the Analog
Data Accounting Operations, Figure 18, the Production Control Center Opera-
tions, Figures 19 and 20, Digital Data Accounting Operations will be modified
to concentrate decision making and control in Production Control.
Analog Data Accounting Operations
The first change in operating procedure will occur when cards are key
punched for information c,)ntained in the incoming tape logs. (Figure 37) No
duplicate set of cards wi?1 be produced. Information on the set of analog docu-
mentationcards will be loaded into the disk file from the IBM _1402 card reader
when a large amount is to be inserted. Small quantities of cards will be loaded
from an IBM 1032 input station.
The initial entry of analog tape accounting data will contain the same 12
fields of information_- This consists of:
1. Satellite
2. Station -
3. Analog tape number
4. Date of recording
5 Pass number	 —
6. Analog start time
7. Analog stop time
8. Date received
J. Redundancy Code
10. Last file on analog tape
11. Analog file number
12. Card identification sy.nbol
_
	
	 Inserted information will be placed in storage locations assigned to a speci-
fic satellite. Every time an initial entry is made an identification field will be
picked out by a monitor program which will add a new file to the block assigned
for one of the satellites.
Card listings will still be produced by Analog Data Accounting as soon as a
set has been completed. An IBM 407 card to printer device is used to perform
the listings of the cards vhich are punched and listed at random intervals. This
function can be transferred to Production Control and be performed under pro-
gram control by the Production Control System but the current method is just as
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Figure 37. Analog Nta Accounting Operations
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convenient and the only th.ng to W gained is a further consolidation of control. of
the listing functions by the Production Control Center. Since the analog docu-
mentation cards are punched by Analog Data Accounting and must be transported
to the Production Contro17Center it is a simple task to perform the listings at
that time.
The station by station listings ( Figure 9) can be performed at the required
weekly interval by the Production Control Center. All comprehensive listings
and repGrts used by Production Control for decision making and those the Center
renders for management summary statistics can be called forth by direct pro-
gram control by using an IBM 1031 input station. This will be the .responsibility
of the Production Control Center unless it delegates part of the task to other
operational elements.
Production: Control Center Operations
The Production Control Center operations ( Figure 38) start by using the
input station of the IBM 1030 data collection system to notify the central proces
sor to print out gtataon by station listings. This can be accomplished by message
control to the IBM 1401 operations personnel or by direct program control to
the central proce,3sor -itself. When called upon for the listing, the central proc-
essor will extract the required data from the IBM 1311 disk storage drive, print
it out on the IBM 1403 when a large output amount is to be printed, or print small
amounts of data ou -. by use . of the 1033 output station located in the Production
Control Center. The selection of which output printer is to be used will be made
by_a programmed variable.
The Production Control Center will maintain accounting control of the dif-
ferent processing operatic—Ls. Since this regulation is interspersed throughout-
the various production phases, the relationship of the Production Control Center:
will be discussed as each phase is presented. -
Analog tc Digital Conversion
The Production Control Center _will send a tape request to the analog tape
library when processing is to take place a.:d the library will send the analog tape
along with the tape request to the tape evaluation group, to the analog to digital
processing area or to the analog to analog processing area. No change is nec-
essary in the process as it is presently carried out, however, it should be pointed
out that the process can be accomplished by using the 1031 input stations for di-
rect communication between the Production Control Center and the analog tape
library when tapes are to be removed for processing. When anal,)g to digital
conversion is completed, the newly generated digital tape will still be sent to
48
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Digital Data Dispatching and copies of a digital log form (Figure 1-4) will be
forwarded along with the tape to be filed and also to the Production Control
Center.
Disk File UpdatingT
The first update= of the analog docianentation card is eliminated at this point.
--	 There will be an 1031 -input station-conveniently located -in theanalog to-digital-- - —	 --
processing office. The fields of data required are punched in when the analog
documentation card is pulled from its suspense file after analog to digital proc-
essing on a tape; has taken place. This will not be necessary with the installation
_ of the Production Control and Accounting System. The fields can be manually
keyed in through a 1031 input station to the accounting master file in disk stor
age. The +Line required for this operation will take approximately 30 seconds,
the estimated tima for a person to set up the 1031 manual input statio n.. The
loading time for each character is at a rate of 60 characters per second, the
nominal time dictated by the IBM 1026 transmission control unit's character
transfer capacity. The information sent into the system will be available for -
recall as soon as it is stored. 	 -
Tape Evaluation
Whcn a tape has been sent to the`-tape^ evaluation group to be checked; the
Production Control i enter has the option to h.,e data quality information
punched on cards or to leave the evaluation fields blank. Eight characters are
now alloted in the accounting file length for the evaluation quality and for the
data evaluated. If it is decided to insert this data, the extraction of the analog_
documentation card from its suspense file is also eliminated at this juncture.
As soon as the Production Control Center has received the evaluation log, the
information can be keyed into the production control accounting data storage
area -of the disk from the 1031 input station.
Computer Processing
The next step in the production process is for the Production Control Center
to develop its production schedule which lists the digital tapes to ba edited by the
computers. This schedule is sent to a Computer Monitoring Group. The Com-
puter Monitor will arrange for the time editing that is to be performed on a
computer. The digital tapes are then released by th library in the Digital Data
Dispatching Office and sent to the computers when the monitor requests it. 	 -
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Computer iicnitor
The Production Control and Accounting System includes an IBM 1033 output
print station located in the Computer N.Ionitor Office. This office will answer
only to the Production Control Center. The Production Control Center will
communicate with the Computer Monitor by use of the IBM 1031 input station
and the 1033 :,utput printer. Tapes to be edited can be listed by manually keying
the information into the 1031 input station and special comments can be added
by prepunehed cards placed into the 1031 input station or by use of numerical
codes which can be manually keyed into the system. Once the Computer Monitor
Office receives a listing, it will arrange for the time the job is to be performed
on a computer and request the Digital Dispatcher to withdraw the digital tapes
for editing.
Edit Operations
The task of updating and listing the edit, work now performed by the Digital
Data Accounting Office, can be taken over by the Production Control Center
( Figure 39) . The computer generated edit card, i.e., the digital data documen-
tation card, will be used for storing initial digital data into the disk file via the
1031 input station in Production Control. This operation makes the retention of
a digital data card suspense file unnecessary. The update listings can be called
for by program control from the Production Control Center by communication
with the IBM 1401 central processor.
After editing of a tape is complete and the edit and quality control informa-
tion is examined, the Production Control Center makes a decision to decommu-
tate data or to call for reprocessing. In either case, the Production Control
Center will utilize the IBM 1030 data collection system to relay appropriate
instructions to the Computer Monitor.
Decommutation
The decommutation phase of the digital data processing is illustrated in
Figure 40. Tice decommutation of satellite data complces the data processing
.requirements. Decommutation tapes and corresponding printed material are
sent to the scientific personnel involved with the experiments on board the
satellites. The cards punc;ied out during a computer run on decommutation data
are now used by the Digital Data Accounting Office to produce a shipping letter.
Under the proposed system, this responsioility can be transferred to the Pro-
duction Cor_troi Center. The data on the decommutation card can be entered
into a reserved file on the disk storage from the 1031 input station and the
shipping letter printed out by message request or program control Ay use of the
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Figure 39. Digital Data Accounting OpL-rations
1030 communication system. Decommutation data, normal1v added to the edit
cards, can be inserted into disk storage from the 1031 input station in Production
Control. This eliminates the last punch card step currently conducted by the
Digital Data Accounting Office.
Accessible Records
The update of a master file tape will be eliminated in the s ystem. In its
place a record xvill be written of the entire disk master file for a weekly period.
This difference is that the new magnetic tape records «all be written with no
sort or merge operations which normally consume long periods of time because
of tape movement. All information in the accounting files represent current data
about the tapes and can be called for at any time.
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Throughout the accumulation of accounting data, a summation of pertinent
statistics N\111 be compiled. This x^ill include such items as the number of new
files, files updated, tapes digitized, edited and decommutated, and tapes released
for shipping. Weekly listings and outputs containing statistical summaries «ill
be initiated by communicating over the 1030 collection system between Produc-
tion Control and the 1B -111401 central processor. A suinntary record for weekly
transactions Neill be «ritten on magnetic tape at the end of each accounting
period.
Advantages
This report has discussed the advantages of an automated proc'uction control
and accounting system that Neill eliminate repetitive operations as well a.; large•
punch card libraries and suspense files. It illustrated that by utilizing a larg"O
random access storage unit, in this case, a disk storage drive, stored data would
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be readily available for recall. Because of this, all listings and reports pro-
duced on different computers in the Data Processing Branch could be consoli-
dated and printed out directly from the IBAI 1401 which serves as the central
processor for the Production Control and Accounting System. Finally, all the
outputs used :or either control or management perposes, as specified in the
system spccifica±ions, are available by program reference without having to use
data that must be extracted from punch cards or from magnetic tapes.
The proposed system configuration does not attempt to define what informa-
tion should be placed in each file of accounting data. The report concerns itself
with the manner of handling fields of data that are presently incorporated in the
accounting system. The number of 320 total characters in a file includes 230
defined characters, 147 of which are in current use, in the master reccrd of each
file plus 90 more characters for expansion. These added characters are derived
from a management estimate and can be adjusted appropriately to meet future
accounting requirements. In the event this file length is considered to be inade-
quate and more characters are placed into a record file, then the disk storage
will have to be increased by the ratio of the new amount of 320, the originally
assigned length.
Emphasis on what the proposed system represents is important. The systen
is not intended to represent the ultimate solution for automating present ac-
counting and control procedures. Until an assessment of how well the different
operations can be improved, some steps such as initial generation of punch card.,
will remain part of the production process.
The major contribution of the system vIll be consolidation of control, of in-
formation storage and accounting to a central source.
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SYSTEM ANALYSIS
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
The requirements specify the system be capable of maintaining an active
account of fifteen satellites with an average of 150 files per satellite inserted
into the system each week. The week- y input of new files to the system will
therefore be 2,250 files. This is an average of 450 new files per day.
It is assumed that once the system has reached its projected storage capacity
all files put into the system for a given week will have normally been completed
eight weeks later. This implies a linear flow of data through the system under
normal operations. The rate of average input for a py time span can be deter-
mined by the number of entries of data fields divided by the number of input
stations in the system.
There will be three main locations that will be responsible for inserting or
changing accounting data in the system.
- The stations are the analog data office, the analog to digital processing area
and the production control center.
Data field changes are made (1) when the initial analog cards are punched,
(2) when analog to digital conversion takes place (3) when digital tapes are edited
and (4) when decommutation and final shipping takes place and (5) when tapes
storage dates are inserted. For orderly processing to take place, 450 fires
must be moved through the system each day. For this operation to be continu-
ous, where in theory the first file into the system will be the first file out, file
entries will be made for 450 files at all five processing stage	 The '.otal file
changes will be 2250 per day. This is an average hourly input rate of 256.5
entriea.
MASTER RECORD FILES
The file length of 320 characters is a projection to include future field en-
tries. It is recognized that the projected quantity is nearly 3 times the size of
the present file which	 be discussed. The expanded file configuration is used
to estimate the future storage capacity when items, determined to be feasible,
are included in the accounting data. The data that is included in the present file
length is that which the Production Control Office uses to automate and regulate
the current process. The files will be expanded when it is determined to be
necessary, and in the best interests of the parties utilizing the data stored in
the master file.
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The present file length accommodates 28 accounting fields of 147 charac-
ters. Sonic of these fields are not being recorded since the present production
system does not utilize them in its reports. Table 1 lists the fields comprising
the 0-20 character file. The first 27 fields are used, or can b^ considered to he
used because they were programmed for in the past and subjec' to reinsertion.
Table 1
CONTENTS OF MASTER RECORD
Field
No.
Characters
No.
Field	 'haracters
1. Satellite 4 17. Edit File 2
2. Station 3 18. Digitized Date 5
3. Analog Tape 5 19. Edit "Tape 5
-1. Analog Tape File 2 20. Decommutation Date I	 5
5. Analog Record Date G 21. Shipping Date 5
Edit Record Date G 22. Evaluation Date 5
6. Pass 4 2:3. Data Quality 2
7. International Code 7 24. Strip Chart Date 5
S. Analog or Digital 25. Location of Analog
Processing Status 1 Tape 5
9. Analog Start Time G 26. Comments 20
10. Analog Stop Time G 27. Analog Tape Storage
11. Edit Start G Date I	 5
12. Edit Stop G 28. Experimenter Tape
1:3. Date Analog Tape File 1 4
Received 5 29- Experimenter Tape 76
14. Processor Tape 4 i . File 2-20 (4 each)
Number 5 48. Run Number 3
15. Processing Line 2 51. Update Codes 3
16. Edit Tape 4 52. Puture Contingencies 92
rotal Characters ........ 320
DATA I ?'. PUTS
The methC1 of inputting the data will vary from station to station. The ini-
tial entry of data can be accomplished solely by use of a card insert into a 1031
input station. The other processing steps can be made by use of either a card,
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badge, manual insert or a combination of these. The methods of entry which are
to follow may later be changed or modified to better meet a specific situation.
The r rethods to be suggested are the considered opinion at this time. They will
serve as a guideline for later system considerations that may arise and will aid in
dictating improved input techniques. This input discussion refers solely to en-
tries at the 1031 input stations.
DATA FIELDS
It is significant that a date must be added after each processing step. The
date of initial entry, that is the date a tape is received, is punched on a card
with the other analog data fields. Some satellites have an edit date punched on
the edit card during the edit process but this is not always the case. In the other
steps a date must be supplied.
The Production Control and Accounting System will be capable of supplying
the date needed by having five characters representing a date field set into the
1401 CPU each day before processing activities commence. The locations con-
taining the date field wil be accessible to all program sub-routines requiring a
current date and it can be extracted accordingly. Thus when entries are made
for analog to digital conversion, editing, decommutation and shipping, and finally
the tape storage date, the date field can be called up from its resident address
and placed in the field assigned to the date for each of the processing steps.
IDENTIFICATION DATA
The 1031 input stations have 24 characters that can be manually inserted
into the system at any one setup. When the station is used the following fields,
not necessarily in the order assigned, can be used fo. entry into a file:
1. Satellite - 4 characters
2. Station - 3 characters
3. Analog Tape - 5 characters
4. Analog File Number - 2 characters
The above fields of identification data require fourteen character positions,
so there are ten characters left for file data.
ENTRY CONSIDERATIONS
Sequence and transaction checks are part of the system controls.
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'The input stations, with the exception of the management :Cation (Figure 28)
assigned to production control should be confined to the performance of a specific
type of transaction. A transaction will be checked to see if it was placed into the
file at a proper time.. For example, a station designated for edit functions would
be able to transmit edit data and it would be allowed to transmit such data only
after the file was checked for all prior sequeii--es; in this case initial file entries
and analog to digital conversion entries.
The following sequence must be followed or the operator at an input station
will be notified that the transaction was not accepted:
1. Initial data entry
2. Analog to Digital conversion data entry
3. Edit Data Entry
4. Decommutation and shipping data entry
5. Storage data entry
The 1031 has the capability to operate with three inputs, one from the 80
column punch card, another from the 24 character manual slide insert and
finally with a 10 character badge. If complete location checks are felt to be
necessary, a combination of the three inputs N., ill allow all characters used for
location identification and verification to be included for input validity tests.
This approach is time consuming at best and will increase the man-hour feeding
time to the input stations considerably. Responsible operators who service the
station will be able to eliminate the same errors that multiple input redundancy
checks provide by careful scrutiny of the manual slide setup with the informa-
tion sheet from which they obtain their data. In this way the manual input
method will be sufficient and storage of ancillary cards and badges will not be
necessary.
DATA ENTRY PROCEDURES
The following procedures are used for inserting data into the production
control and accounting system from the 1031 input stations. These methods are
a feasible approach and consider both the file check features and time expended
in storing the data.
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I. Initial Analog Data Entry
This initial entry consists of 11 fields of 50 characters All the required
fields are contained on an 80 column punched card which will be inserted to
establish each analog file. Once a file has been placed onto the disk file its
location will be set i to a file directory. Su} sequent additions to the file will be'
made by program reference to the directory. An initial file sequence test will
be made to regulate the file ordering. The initial files should be entered from
the IBM 1402 card reader if large batch processing is required, otherwise, a
1031 input station located at the Analog Data Accounting Office, should be used.
II. Analog to Digital Conversion Entry
Two fields of information arc; entered into the master file after analog to
digital conversion. One is the buffer processing line number (2 cha p acters) and
the other is the date digitized (5 characters). The process for updating will be
accomplished by using the manual input of a 1031 input station. A total of 16
characters are inserted into the im.)ut station. Identification data consisting of
fourteen characters of satellite, station, analog tape and analog tape file will be
inserted along with the two characters for the buffer processing line. When the
data is keyed in the systein will test the 14 identification characters against the
file directory to see that a file has been established. It will place the two data
characters in their proper field and extract the 5 character recorded date from
its central processor location and store it in it: proper field.
Note that a specific 1031 input station can be used to perform this trans-
action or the transaction can be keyed in by a character designator. A one
character transaction code can be used rather than restricting the input station to
one process function.
III. Edit Entry
The edit data is composed of 8 fields of 35 characters. All the data is
generally contained on 80 column punched cards generated during a computer
odic run. On a few satellite edit programs the edit date is not generated, leaving
7 fields of 30 characters. Entry into the system will be accomplished by placing
the cards into the 1031 input stations. After a station transaction check is per-
formed for the proper process sequence, the identification data on the card is
checked against the master file and if all characters match. the data are placed
in their proper fields. The date of edit field will be supplied, if needed, from
the central processor. This can easily derided by satellite identification in a
program sub-routine.
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DECOMMUTATION AND SHIPPING DATA FNTRY
Although a decommutation card is generated during a compuicr decommuta-
tion run, the only new information introduced into the master file is the decom-
mutation date. The card is used to gerierate a shipping letter of experimenter
tapes which is to be sent to various users. The date the decommutated tapes are
shipped out of the Data Pr )cessing Branch to the experimenters is within a short
time after decommutation has keen completed. For accounting purposes the
tapes are considered shipped wl.en they are removed from the Digital Data Ac-
counting Office immediately after decommutation and are sent to the shipping
de-artment. The date for shipping is therefore placed into the master file at the
same time as the decommutation date.
The manner of placing the date into the two fields will be done by inserting
the decom card into a 1031 input station desi gnated for this transaction. The
date will be called fof from the central processor once the transaction and file
have been verified, and placed into the decommutation date and shipping date
fields.
STORATE DATA ENTRY
The storage data is a calendar date field of five characters and it tells the
date that an analog tape is stored after all processing has been completed on it.
This information will be sent to a five character field in a file on the disk
storage from a manual input station in the Analog Data Accounting Office. A
1031 manual keying station is used to insert the data. The operator will set in
a one character transaction code (this is done since no card will be used for this
operation) and a 14 character identifi er which will call out the routines to
check and write the required date. The operation will consist of the 15 character
setup anc; key-in to the systenl.
ADDI'T'ION COMMENT' DATA ENTRY
A 20 character field for comrents is included ill each record of the master
We. The field is reserved for use by the Production Control Office and data
will be placed into ^t from the 1031 input station that is used as a management
station. This trallSaCOOn can be carried out at any time after the initial analog
file is established but only front the manog: ment station. The method of entry
will either he from punched card or by manuai input and the message format can
be coded designations to represent standardized comments, or simply comments
in alpha-numeric farm that is constrained to 20 characters.
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SUMMARY OF INPUT OPERAT'j'ONS
Five processing steps have been accounted for in the system. The inputs
for two steps are from punched cards fed into a 1031 input station. No other
mode of input is needed since the necessary dates to be added are placed in a
location in the cent; al processor. The other three steps are accounted for by
setting up manual slides on 1031 input stations and keying in transaction, identi-
fication and file data.
Punched cards are held only for the period of scheduling, nerrnaly weekly,
calling for Storage of the contents of the master file on the disk storage to digital
magnetic tape records.
The comment data entry is additional and may not be used frequently. lr-
formation insei led in the comments field is extraneous to the processinw; ster)s
and can be inserted randomly from the Production Control Center by either
punched cards or manual entry.
DATA OUTPUTS
The outputs from the Production Control and Accounting System will be in
the form of printed material or magnetic tape recordings. The data output will
consist of data contained in the master file or statistical summaries and com-
putations concerning the data.
A listing of possible outputs is as follows:
1. Total master file of 5,760,000 characters
a. Weekly magnetic tape storage file
b. Unscheduled printout of master file
2. Printout of total files of any one of fifteen satellites
3. Printout of one 320 character file from any satellite
4. Printout of selected field or fields from any satellite
5. Summary Data
a. 'Total number of files in account
b. Total files added per specified period
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c. Totals of types of transactions performed
d. Files upon which transactions took pla-^e
-2. :fictive files
f. Completed and inactive files
g. File inventory
h. Output of all summary data to magnetic tape
G. Messages
a. Production, Control/Analog Data Accounting
b. Production Control/IBM 1401 Operations
C. Production Control /Computer Monitor
The outputs listed will be printed out on the IBM 1033 output stations of the
system for the most part. Outputs of great quantities of data such as items (1)
and (2) will be Printed on an MINI 1402 printer. The data written on magnetic
tape (items La. and 5.h.) are taken periodically from the disk file and placed
on the other medium to insure that a redundant record source is ayailaLle for
checking and emergency purposes. These tapes should be retained onl y for a
useful life cycle.
All outputs other than those calling for printouts on the IB'I 1402 printer or
the recordings on the IB\i 229 tape recorders will be done under message con-
trol from: the Production Control Office management station. A designated trans-
action cods will be entered on the manual keyboard (,f a 1031 and the data will be
extracted frorn the acct, , nting files or the summary data files and printed out on
a 1033 output print station. These output operationb can be performed at any
time without any noticeable interference to other activities taking place ai the
same time.
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TIMING CONSIDERATIONS
Table 2 lists the areas in which timing conditions have to be taken into ac-
count. The role equipment operators pla y in servicin r the system is of impor-
tance for production scheduling. The actual transmission i:rne of the data
through the 1030 communications system and the time absorbed by central proc-
essor operation Nvill be minimal yet will influence the method of 1031 scheduling
since queuing can be a factor.
The times given for the various phases of human and equipment performance
are approxiniations. 1 he 1030 input station setup figures are empirical esti-
fnates whereas the values stated for standard equipment times are based on
figures expressed in the manuals for individual operations. Both single and total
processing step times are given in the table. The totals should not be construed
to mean all operations consume the time during one interval. The totals include
both random or scheduled time increments and can represent an accumulation of
time used over many servicing operations.
Table 2
TI`IING CO\SIDERATIONS
I. 1030 Data Collection Systern Timing
A. 1031 input s^^ations
1. Human Factors-Setup Time
a. Card Input
(1) Single input - D5 seconds
(2) Total Process of -'50 inputs - 3 7
 minutes 30 seconds
b. Card Input
(1) Single Input - 30 seconds (24 characters)
(2) Total Process of 450 inputs - 3 hrs 45 minutes
C. Badge Input
(1) Single Input - 3 seconds
(2) Total Process of 450 inputs - 22 m:autes 30 seconds
B. 1033 Outpat Print Station
1. Character printout titre - 67. milliseconds
2. Print lire rate (130 characters) 8.8 seconds
3. 320 character File - approximately 21.6 seconds
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Table 2. Timing Considerations (Continued)
11. 1030 Internal Transfer Rates
A. Character transmission
1. Character transmission time - .0167 seconds (60 per second)
2. 320 character file transmission time - 5.33 seconds
B. Data Transfer Times From 1026 Controller to CPU
1. IMaxirium read/write time	 - apprx 5 m.s.
2. 450 transactions	 -	 2.3 seconds
3. Total Dail y transactions (2250) - 	 11.5 seconds
III. Disk Storage Drive
A. Access time - with Direct Seek &- Seel: Overlap Features
1. Average access time - 150 milliseconds
2. ltIinirlum seek time - 54 milliseconds
3. ;Maximum seek time - 250 milliseconds
4. Random process step of 450 records - 67.5  seconds
5. Total Disk references for 2250 records - 5 minute,- 38 seconds
B. Rotation Waiting Tillie
1. Ave-,age - :' milliseconds
2. Minimum - 2 milliseconds
3. Mwximunl - 42 milliseconds
C. Data Transfer Time
1. Read,write or check - 2 milliseconds per sector
2. (Transfer is by sector)
4 Sector (320 characters) 8 nilliseconds
IV. 1-102 Card Reader
A. Reading Rates
1. 80 column cards - 800 per minute
V. 140:1 Iiigh Speed Printer
A. Print Rate
1. 130 character line - 6001/minute
Spacing
a.	 1st line - 20 m.s.
l;.	 '?nd-nth iine - 5 m.s.
c.	 9th-Ntli line - 2.3 m.s.
PRODUCTION COIF TROL AND ACCOUNTING SYSTE-M ENTRY TIMES
The values presented in Table 1 can be used to arrive at the approximate
times used for each input of a process step and for the total time required for
all inputs performed during one of the five steps.
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1. Initial Entry
A. IEM 1402 Card Reader
An IBM 1402 card reader is recommended for batch processing
of the initial entry of analog cards. The reading rate of the 1402 is 300 cards
per minute, discounting central processor storage time, so a loading cycle of
450 cards takes 33.75 seconds.
B. 1311 Disk Storage Drive
The 450 cards must be separated fir files on 15 satellites. This
means that 15 access times are ne, essary for each batch of initial entry cards.
The average random seek time with a direct seek modification installed, is 150
milliseconds, so 2.25 seconds will be used. The rotation waiting time will be
9.9 seconds for 450 average rotations waiting periods. Each 320 character file
transfer consumes 8 nnillisecon(.s so the total transfer time will be 3.6 seconds
for 450 entries. The total time for all three of the disk storage drive functions
is 15.7:) seconds. This time does not include the internal program times nec-
essary to input and store the data, to develop summary information, and to
Tnerge and setup ^ccounting directories. The time consumed ;-ill be negligible
in these and other processes compared to the above transfer and storage figures.
C. Operations "limes
The timing calculated assumes all cards are entered in the 1402 at
one time. If the entries are made at different intervals then the disk seek and
rotation times must be added for each batch entry. Also, even though the entries
re ordered by satellites, there is no guarantee that files will be seque.ttial
xithin a selected c y linder on the disk storage. This is why the total rotation
time hos been summed for all 450 entries.
Initial Entry
The totals required for daily initial entry include the Unies used by the 1402
card reader ant: ii ►c 1311 disk file. '''hose times were given as 33.75 seconds
and 15-.75 seconds in Table 1, for a total of -15.5 seconds. Ventral Processor
program time should not be significant since the routine is basically a block
storage and housekeepin g function. The servicing program will reside in the
central processor for easy reference. Therefore with a basic machine cycle
time of 11.5 .. sec to be considered, it is estimated that this redundant loading
program should not consume any more than 10 seconds. With these figures, the
total initial entry time required is 59.5 seconds. This does not imply that the
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CPU must be locked out from other tasks while the operations of loading are
being carried out. This is also true for the other terminal entries, and lockouts
will be determined b y priorities and program expediencies.
ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERSION DATA ENTRY TIMES
The time used to insert analog to digital (A,/7) conversion data into the
sx, stem from a 1031 input station is made up of the operator time for manual
input, transmission times between input stations and the 1026 controller, data
transfer from the controller to the 1401 CPU. and the associated disk storage
ti tae.
The total manual keying time f . 450 random, or secriential, entries is
3 hours and 45 minutes. This time, taken from Table 1, is independent of any
machine time used for the entries but must be considered for personnel Nvork-
load factors, i.e., total operator man-hours, for estimating effective use of the
system.
The total system time consist of the following equipment increments:
a. 1031 input of 450 entries of 16 characters (fire date characters added
by the CPL- are not included) to the 1026 transmission control unit takes 120
seconds at the stated rate of 60 characters per second.
L. The transfer rate between the 1026 controller and the CPU is determined
by timing equations fiarnished bx- the manufacturer. CPU - memor.. cycle time and
the number of characters to be transferred are the variables in tie formula.
There is a fractional variation between reading and writi,-ig calcu l ations that
need not be considered for purposes of g lib report. An additional character in-
creases the time by .020 milliseconds. Entr y `.ime for the 16 characters in this
operation takes approximatel y a milliseconds. For 450 entries, the required
1026 to CP C - time is 2.3 seconds.
c. Disk Storage time is divided into seek time, rotation waiting time and
data transfer tune_. As in the initial entr y- it is assumed that there is ordering
by satellites so the loading time includes all timing for 15 different satellite
references for the 450 entries. If the 450 cards are inserted in blocks at various
times of the dad-, for example morning, noon and late afternoon, then the disk
tinies will be added each time. Since the realistic approach to servicing this
10:10 station will be to divide the entries into several loading periods because of
human engineering factors, three entr x,- times with 150 entries for each will be
considered to illustrate the timing considerations. The disk storage time needed
will be the uirlividual increments of 2.25 seconds for 15 disk seeks, 3.3 seconds
I
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for 150 average rotation times and 0.3 seconds for the data transfer rate into
150 different sectors. Each cycle of 150 entries will consume 5.85 seconds.
Totai entry time for three 150 entry cycles will be 17.55 seconds. If all entries
were made at one setup the total entry time would be 13.1 seconds since two seek
times are eliminated. (The difference is the reduction of the previous total by
4.5 seconds used for 2 seek operations.) This time is trivial for this operation
and the loading should be scheduled for operator convenience because of the ex-
tended servicing time stated.
Total machine time associated with the loading of analog. to digita: conver-
sion data entry from the 1031 input station to disk storage is approximately 140
seconds.
Note that no estimate of internal timing of the directory and summary sub-
routines are accounted for at this time. The time added b y them can be mini-
mized by thoughtful programming techniques and the figure added should be
negligible compared to the machine timing requirements that have been listed.
Examples of critical areas of the sub-routines are discussed in the final section
on programming aspects.
EDIT DATA ENTRY TLIIES
The edit da.a is to be placed into storage by inserting a punched card into a
1031 input station. Thirty, or thirty-five characters, depending on whether or
not a calendar date of five characters is included, will be transmitted. Fourteen
characters will be used for identification and the remaining sixteen characters
will be transferred by the CPU into disk storage. The machine time used for
the operation will be consumed by the transfer of data from the 1031 input sta-
tion to the 1026 communication controller, by transfer of that data from the 1026
to the 1401 CPL and from the 1401 onto disk storage. The 1031 to 1026 transfer
time for 450 entries of 30 characters each will take 225 seconds. The move-
ment of data into the CPU is governed by the 1026 and will take 2.3 seconds for
450 entries of 30 characters. The disk storage time will be dependent on the
amount of entries made at any given input cycle. For 150 entries, the time used
will be 2.25 seconds for accessing, 3.3 seconds for rotation of the disk to a
sector and .3 seconds to write into 150 sectors. Thus the time will be the same
as the previous operation when summed to 5.85 seconds for 150 entries and total
17.5 seconds for three input cycles. Likewise if all 450 entries were made at
one time 13.1 seconds would be used.
The total system time used will be 241.7 seconds if all entries are made at
once, and 81.62 seconds for each input of 150 entries at a tune. The total for
the method will be a slightly larger tine of 244.85 seconds since the disk must
be accessed more.
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Random inserts require a new disk access time and a different rotation time
dust be calculated. Random entries made throughout the work day will not im-
pair systems operation so any queuing of stations will be unnoticed by the oper-
ators servicint; them.
The manual keying time needed to perform the insertion of cards into the
1031 input station is not extreme and can be done in about approximately 37 min-
utes and 30 seconds. This estimated value is stated in Table 1. It is based on
150 entries, each requiring 5 seconds of service time. The matter of partial or
total blocks, or random entries, has no bearing on the total time calculated since
service time is based on a per unit entry.
DECOMMUTATION ?ND SHIPPING DATA ENTRY TIMES
The entries at this step are made through a 1031 input station. Punched
cards are also used for these entries, and they supply identification information
which the CPU interprets, va_idates and afterwards calls up a pre-stored calen-
dar date in the CPU which it transfers into the fields of a selected file denoting
Decommutation and Shipping Data. The timing considerations for manual servic-
ing are the same as the previous operation and take approximately .3 minutes
and 30 seconds.
The system load and store time is the total time used to place 1=1 identifica-
tion characters into the CPU for a file comparison and to transfer a five charac-
ter date into 2 fields. The 1031 to 1026 transfer time will be 105 seconds for
-150 entries of 14 characters. The 1026 to CPU transfer time will take approxi-
matel y 2.3 seconds ( Table 1) and the Disk Storage time Nvill take 17.55 seconds
(three input cycles of 150 entries is again considered as an acceptable loading
c ycle) for a total time of 125 seconds.
Two points are stressed here:
1. The CPU is not locked out from other input/output or processing opera-
tions while this operation takes place.
2. The data transfer times are not calculated precisely for the 1026 to CPU
transfer because the added transfer time is negligible for the characters being
placed into the system for the operation. This also holds for the CPU to the
Disk storage where transfers are performed by moving sectors in and out of
storage rather than operating on a character by character basis.
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STORAGE DATA ENTRY
This information is placed into the system by the Analog Data Accounting
Library after all processing is completed and an analog tape is placed in a
magnetic tape archive.
Identification data of 14 characters is set up on the keyboard of the 1031
input station for manual entry. This information is diagnosed by the CPU which
verifies the station, file and entry sequence and extracts the prestored date
from a holding location in the CPU and stores it on the disk file. This operation
like the others can be scheduled in the most appropriate manner. Since the total
operator servicing time takes 3 hours and 45 minutes for 450 manual inputs, a
staggered entry arrangement is most desirable from a operations usage point of
view. Timing will be comparable to the other inputs, so if 450 inputs were made
then about 12,E seconds would be required.
RANDOM DISK STORAGE
The loading of the disk in a random manner is not prohibitive in the pro-
duction control and accounting system. This method has not been stressed as
a desira ble one because of difficulty in ma i ntaining a balanced work load for
persoiuiel servicing the 1030 data collection system, and also it inlhedes uni-
fornlitN in schedulu.g operations. As nlertloned earlier, the added time caused
by randcnl loading of the entries from the different input stations will not
materially alter the systems' operations co kept. The critical timing for any
st.igle entry is in accessing the dish storage. Each average access time is
150 nl'.11iseconds, so if each file entry durin g the day were made on a randolll
basis a total of 5 minutes and :37.5 seconds would be used establishing the
ni Chanica i heads of dish in order to write data.
All individual operation times of the disl: are multiplied by the estimated
4.otal. of 2250 entries per day. The previous see;, Limc Was arrived at by multi-
plying 150 ni.s. by 2250 entries. Rotation time must be calcuiated in the same
Way so its total is 22 ins tin g es 2250, or 49.5 seconds. The sector transfer tinle
is likewise calculated for 2250 entries at air 	 of 2 nls /entry for a total
of 4.5 seconds Total disk storage time is (; ni inutes : 1,1.5 seconds.
The tinge taken for transmission of data from the 1031 input station to the
1026 transmission control unit is the total amount of characters inserted through
the 10:31 ting es 1 300 entries front four oper2`ional elements. The 1031 is used
on a norm,)': .:,heduled basis for entries for A/D convers;on data, edit data, de-
conlnititatio.. and snipping data and storage data. Initial data entries are made
by card reader directly into the CPU. They would not normally be handled on a
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random basis because of the nature of the accounting methods. For this reason
the initial entry time is considered as a one time operation. It is not prudent to
perform the initial entry randomly because of the setup requirement for each
new file. A departure is made for this operation and its time is added to the
other operation entry times in its entirety. The additional time is that calculated
for the 1402 card reader loading time of 33.75 seconds. They will be negligible
in any case and will not materially change the calculations. A/D conversion
data has 16 characters, edit data consists of 30 characters, denommutation and
shipping has 14, as has the storage data.
The 1031 transfer times have been given in the separate .3ectioris for these
operations. They are used herein and their total is 5C ,4 seconds or S minutes
and 24 seconds. With all times tabulated the system is o:1y taxed for 17 minutes
and 29 seconds to perform all the current input requirements for production
control and accounting. This value will be increased by priority scheduling and
lockouts contributed for program interrupts to perform different tasks, but the
added time will not be significant except in the case where a slow output medium
is used for an extended period of time.
OUTPUT TMING
Output times can be calculated in terms of the work being performed. In
general, three outputs need to be considered:
1. Large printout tasks or the 1403 printer
a. Station to Station Listings
b. Analog to Digital Chronological Listing
2. Small printout tasks on the 1033 outl)ut station
a. Station to Station Listings
b. Analog to Digital Chronological Listings
c. Sunnmary Reports
d. File Printout
3. Magnetic Tape recordings
a. luster File
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3. Magnetic Tape R^cordings
a. Master File
b. Summary File
DISK TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS
The quantity of characters of data that are read for output from the 1311,
disk pack have a bearing on the timing. A disk pack is organized sectionally
as follows:
1 . The basic unit comprise a sector of 100 characters
2. Twenty sectors (2,000 characters) comprise a disk track
3. Ten tracks form a cylinder (20,000 characters)
4. One Hundred Cylinders comprise one pack (2,000,000 characters)
5. The Production Control System contains 3 packs (6,000,000 characters)
The disk access time, used for seeking a record, must be considered when a
change from one disk cylinder to another takes place. As an example, when the
master file stored on the disk is to be recorded on magnetic tape, 5,760,000
characters (the amount required wilder this system's specifications) must be
transferred. Assuming a segticntiall ,• ordered storage facility, an output routine
would have to call for the disk access mechanism to be positioned 238 times.
The initial reference cUn be to any position and can be either the minimum
or maximum movement. For purposes of critical timing for a single case, the
maximum seek time of 150 milliseconds is taken. Thereafter, a :ead operation
encompassing such a large quantity of data will be sequential, the average seek
time will be 54 milliseconds. This access time is achieved through the addition
of the Direct Seek and Seel. Overlap features to the system. The total seek time
will be the 150 milliseconds and 287 seeks times 54 milliseconds, or 1:5.498 sec-
onds, for a total of 15.65 seconds.
EXAMPLES OF ESTIMATED OUTPUT TIMES
The following examples discuss the times estimated for different outputs can
the 1403 printer, the 1033 output station printer and the magnetic tape.
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1. Printout c: Entire Master File
This output will take: place on the IBM 1403 high speed printer which can
print 1:,0 character lines at 600 lines per minute. The master production control
and accounting file is comprised of eighteen thousand, 320 character records.
If ali :320 characters were printed then an evenly apportioned printout format
would consist of four 80 character lines for each individual satellite record.
For visual convenience a space would separate each record. A total of 72,000
lines would be needed to print the 5,760,000 accounting data characters and
spacing would be required 18,000 times. A printed line takes 100 milliseconds
and the shipping of every fourth line consumes 20 milliseconds, Thus the time
required to output the master file will be 120 minutes for printing and 6 minutes
for ::kipping which is a total reproduction time of 2 hours and 6 minutes.
The printout operations are buffered sc movement of d:•ia from the-disk
file to the CPU can be carried on while printing takes pla y ;;. The 80 characters
to be printed will be placed in an output buffer and the CPU will be free for
processing 98 milliseconds out of the 100 milliseconds print cycle.
The timing for movement of the data from disk storage depends on the se-
quencing and amount of data r-ad each time the disk is referenced. In this
particular example data is removed fruni the disk four sectors of 100 characters
at a time because movement in and out of the disk must be done by sectors con-
sisting of that many characters. Over the course of an output, 57,600 sectors
will be read out from 288 cylinders of disk storage. Access time is determined
by
 cylinder references therefore a total cylinder access time of 15.65 seconds
will be needed for sequential readouts. Another 14,250 rotation times for refer-
ence of each 4 sector block require :314 seconds and the transfer time of data
from all the sectors takes up 115 seconds. This total rounded off, amounts to a
disk utilization t i me of 44:a seconds, or 7 minutes and 25 seconds. This time is
interlaced between outputs to the 1403 print buffer and •does not interfere with
the buffer operation.
The unl • , time movement of data in the production control system will con-
flict with :in output will be when writing information onto, or reading information
from the disk drive is performed. Random accessing of the disk during a large
volume output Will interrupt the output process, i.e., delay it because of the
necessity of relocation the access heads of the disk drive and will penalize the
system an average 1-0 milliseconds during each fetching operation. For this
system x\here sequential sector addressing will be programmed, there will be
no such conflict. Accessing is required whenever a change of cylinders occur
so thu access mechanism will only be moved 288 times and the access time will
be the 16.75 seconds mentioned previously.
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MAGNETIC TAPE STORAGE OF THE NiAS'fER FILE
Data can be written on the IBM 729 Mod IV rriagncti.c tape recorders at 200
or 556 bits per inch at tape speed of 11.2.5 inches per second. At this speed
22,500 or 62,500 characters per second can be written onto magnetic tope. Thus
at 200 bpi a character is written ci;ery 44.5 ms and at 556 bpi, a character is
written in 16 ms.
When data is written on magnetic tape the central processor is limited from
per• forminL, other tasks during all but 3.8 milliseconds of a write cycle. if in-
terrupts from other peripheral devices are expected and no noticeable queuing
is a desired criterion of system performance, then records should not be of
great length.
The recording speed of a tape unit, the number of reco rds, and the record
length must be considered jointly when preparing to write a large quantity of
information such a, the master accounting file of the production control system.
This is required to determine the tape usage in feet as well as the time needed
to perform the write operation.
The master file of 5,760,000 characters, for example, cannot be written on
one tape at the 2011
 bpi tracking density. The data alone requires 28,600 inches,
or 2400 feet of magnetic tape surface. This leaves but 100 usable feet if tape
for inter-record gape which .ake up 3/4 inch for each start and stop ()f the tape
drive. With this restrict ion only 135 records could be written. To write the
master file upon magnetic tape in 135 records would require 42,667 characters
per record. This amount is impossible for the system to handle because of the
CPL' core storage whicii has only a 16.000 address capacity.
The iugical- com-se is to record data at 556 bpi. The take footage required
for the master file data will be 864 feet. This amount of tape will be used for
data storage regardless of the file lengtn.
If the data were removed from the disk storage on, a file-by-file basis and
recorded in the same manner then 18,100 files would have to be placed on a tape
and the inter-record gaps would consume 13,500 inches or 1,125 feet of tape.
This would hardl y be considered sufficient with only 413.5% of the magnetic tape
used for recorded data. Along with this, the tape drive, which must start and
stop on each CPU output because it's writing operation is so much faster than
the retrieval speed of the disk, will use 7.8 m.s. extra for each record being
written.
I
i
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A trade-off must take place between elements of the system and the final
determination will be resolved between program and task considerations. If the
CPC is used solely for output to the magnetic tape ashen this weekly master file
stora„e task is done, then a large portion of its memory can be used as a
transfer buffer between the disk storage and magnetic tape. Thus data for
example could be transferred in large blocks of 12,800 characters or 6,400
characters. Since the storage has 16.000 character locations this approach
would almost certainly require the temporary storage of all executive routines
	
_ =	 and statistical data in order to free the memory. The block lengths mentioned
	
_	 would be recorded in 450 and 900 records, and reduce the tape used for record
marks to total footage, 28 feet or 56 feet: which gives excellent tape usage
percentages of 97`.^ and 94 c' respectively.
A reasonable compromise between the various timing and storage factors
would be to use a bock length of 3200 characters for each tape record. This
consists of 10 files of disk data. The total number of tape records would be 1300
and would use 112.5 ft for the record marks. The recorded data would encom-
pass 89 1
 of the tape used and represents a merit figure that can be considered
reasonable for any magnetic tape usage.
.Another ad. antnge accrues with the parameters selected. The tape can be
used for storage of the master production control and accounting file on two
occasions. Total tape usage for this will be 1,953 feet. Over 500 feet of usable
tape remain and this footage can be utilized by writing all the summary data
accompanyiuig the plaster file as a separate record. The ti me and snare re-
quired for this data is small compared to the figures pre°ented for the master
file.
The times involved in a magnetic tape recording consist of (1) reading 10
files of disk data 1,800 tinies i-im the disk to the 1401 CPL' memory. In the
sequential operation tnis will take the following calculated values for each
transfer to memory-: The transfer will consist of 32 sectors at a time. There
will be 2 access references, an initial one which at maximum will take 250 ms
and one sequential access of 54 milliseconds, both totaling 30.1 ms. Rotation
is sequential and will require onl y that time for the disk to pass under the
read/write heads for each block output. ?'his requires 22 ms, so for 1800
references 39.6 seconds are consumed. The data tra^sfer rate will be 8 ms
each time a file ib read. This figure is based on the fact that 320 characters
must be stored in four sectors and each sector takes 2 ms to be transferred.
Fach block of 32 sect , )rs consumes 64 ms of time so 1800 transfers will take
1'5.2 seconds. The total transfer time from the disk into the CPU for the entire
master file takes 155 seconds.
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The tape time associated with the output will be the time used by the
magnetic tape unit in starting and stopping; i.e., 7.8 ms for each of 1800 write
operations, which amounts 14 seconds; and the total number of characters; i.e.,
5,760,000 at the character write rate of 16 ms for 555 bpi speed. This time
amounts to 92 seconds. The total time required for actual writing is 106
seconds.
The system time expended for the operation of writing the master file on
magnetic tape takes 261 seconds, or 4 minutes and 21 seconds.
FILE OUTPUTS FRO\I A 1033 OUTPUT PRINT STATION
The 1033 will print a character in 67.7 milliseconds, or at a rate of 14.8
characters per second. The station can be conveniently used for the printout of
small amounts of production control and accounting data, and for message com-
munication. A representative example output would be the printout of all the
files of a particular satellite whose processing was completed during the ac-
counting day. At the process rate of the system where 450 new entries are
made, and 450 entries are completed, each satellite will have a throughput of
30 files.
Each file contains 320 characters so the 1033 print station would be printing
9600 characters. The total print time would be 6 .19 seconds or 1'.' minutes and
49 seconds. Line spacing time is not defined, but considering it to be no faster
than a character printout, and considering the 80 characters per line printout
as specified in the 1403 p rintout example as a normal format, another 40 charac-
ter times amounting to 2.7 seconds woulc need to be added. The total printer
time would be 10 minutes and 51.7 seconds.
The disk storage transfer time would be calculated for 10 files, most prob-
ably sequential and at the worst, split between two c y linders of disk storage.
The times used would be 300 milliseconds for access time. 66 milliseconds for
the rotation time needed for the sector addressing of the 10 files in blocks of
four, four and two sectors, and 20 milliseconds for the transfer of the data. The
disk associated time is 386 milliseconds and the total system output time for the
information is no more than 10 minutes, 52.2 seconds. However since the data
is placed in the 1401 CPU and then moved out through the !026 transmission unit
to the 1033 print station, the output can be priority interrupted. Queuing time
will be charged onl y on aline basis, so and input station in the communication
system would only have to wait for 5.4 seconds to gain entrance. If no interrupts
occur, a file will be printed in 21.6 seconds.
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The latter figure for a file printout is perhaps a more important figure
since it is likely that most callouts for file data will be done one or two files at
a time rather than :30 at a time, as the example illustrates.
OUTPUT SUMMARY
The examples gi% en should not be construed as actual tasks to be scheduled
for production control reports. The transfer of data from the disk storage to
mab etic tape in all probability, xvill be desired as record protection for a
history of past performance. The complete master file dump on the high speed
printer will rarely ever occur, and the printout of :;0 files of data can be more
conv eniently handled on the high speed buffered printer. The examples do
illustrate, even for extremes, how little t^nle is demanded to perform these
tasks and they- lend evidence to the fact that the s ystem restrictions are nct
imposed on any count by the 1401 central processor.	 j
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PROGRAM ASPECTS
The programs for the production control and accounting system will be in-
corporated in an overall executive program. The particular programs run on
the IB'I 1401 CPU can be reached through a 1 .101 program monitor ( Figure 41).
The monitor activates the 1030 communication systems service routines, com-
pilation routines, and related and unrelated production work. The 1030 service
routines are divided into directory- organization for file location, creation of new
records in the master file, production control and accounting file updating, file
summary and message programs.
1 he compilation routines include the Fortran program language compiler,
the 1 .101 Autocoder Assembler program and an input/output control system
program for the 1026 transmission control unit.
The production cork consists of all outputs assigned to the 1401 peripheral
devices, such as summary reports and listings on the 1103 high speed printer,
recording of the contents of the master file onto magnetic tape, and data proc-
essing runs that a.• e devised for use for production control. Unrelated work will
consist of any type of processing task that can be run on the machine without
taking away needed storage space or causing excessive waiting time to the pri-
mary functions for which the system is to be used.
PRODUCTION CONTROL AND ACCOUNTING FILE ENTRY PROGRAMS
The programming requirements for the five date entry functioi..: performed
during a processing cycles are similar. The methods of entering data, the con-
tent and the number of fields inserted vary but the method of recognition and
storage, and of maintaining statistical data will be identical in most cases.
INITIAL ANALOG DATA ENTRY PROGRAM
Initial entry of analog data (Figure 42 i can be executed by- entering punched
cards in batches from a 1402 card reader or randomly from a 1031 input sta-
tions. The cards should be ordered by- satellite to avoid excessive disk storage
access time to accumulate. The initial analog data on each card read into the
1.101 CPU will be looked at for required identification data by an initial entry
check. If the entry is made from a properly designated input, and contains a
proper identification coding, a test will be made to see if a file has previously
been setup for the entry. If not a file location assignment will be added to the
master file directory. The initial analog data of the entry will then be established
in the master accounting data file in the 1311 disk storage. As each new file is
entered a file count summary will be made on a daily, and if desired, a weekly
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basis. An entry list % ill be updated for cacti new input in order to identify %%,hich
files are entered into the system on the current processing day.
ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERSION DATA ENTRY
Analog to digital conversion data ( Figure 43) is manually keyed into the
sy stem from a 1031 input statio.i. Before any storage into the master file is
made, an input station test is conducted to certify that entry is being made from
a designated point. A ^atellite_file check is performed to see if a location has
been established in the master file directory and if the identifying data is cor-
rect. Afterwards a sequence test is performed to make certain that the entry is
occurring at the proper processing step. The CPU call ups of the current date
and other required data are stored on the 1311 disk. The number of analog to
digital file updates are counted, increasing with each entry, and a file identifica-
tion is recorded for an analog to digital file entry list.
EDIT ENTRY PROGRAM
The programming flow diagram for edit entry is shown in Figure 44. The
procedure is the same as the previous one, the onl y difference being in the
ii-tethod of input into the system. Edit entry is accomplished by card inserts
into a 1031 input station. The edit data is subjected the to input station test, a
satellite file check and a sequence test.
The current date is called and then all the edit data to be stored is written
onto the 1311 disk. A count update of edit entries is performed and a record of
file identification is made to complete the sub-routine requirements.
DECOMi1I[_'TATION b SHIPPING DATA ENTRY PROGRAM
Entry into the system for this step is done b y punched decomnmutation cards
( Vi-ure 45) . The program now is the same as the edit sub-routine. Within the
program itself, the current date called up is placed into two fields instead of
one. The fields record the data decommutation has been completed and the date
Mien the expe rimenter tapes are sent to the shipping facilities for distribution.
The usual checks and summary routines are included in the program.
; T011AGE DATA ENTRY PROGRAM
Storage Date Inputs ( Fi g ure 46) are entered by using the manual keying
mccha:iism of the 1 0:;1 input station. The input station test, and identification
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checks of files are made, and then the current date is called forth the CPU stores
data, updates the entry and places the identification characters of the entry in
the storage entry list.
PRODUCTION CONTROL MANAGEMENT
A generalized program is illustrated in Figure 47 to show how the Produe
tion Control Center communicates.
Any message to be sent to one of the production areas, whether it be for
instructions or inquiries, are entered through a 1031 input station. The message
can be manually keyed or entered on pre-punched cards_. The message data will
be sent to the 1101 central processor for interpretation and then an output sent
to a 1033 output station scIccted according to the message content. The output
will consist of production control verifications, messages to the analog data
accounting office, instructions to computer monitors or instructions to the 1401
operations area.
This type of communication will be bi-lateral between the Production Con-
trol Center and both the analog accounting office and the 1 .101 operations area.
Since Figu re 47 is indicative of the concept of communication between them.
PRODUCTION CONTROL CENTER DIRECT
MESSAGE CONTROI.
The flow diagram ( Fi-ure 48) indicates the process used by the Production
Control Center for internal message control. If the center needs production con-
trol accounting data or summary intormation it obtains it by sending a message
to the system. Entry is either by manual ke y ing or punch card into a 1031 input
station. The message data are analyzed and responded to by the 1401 CPU
which extracts the required data from disk storage. The output is sent to a 1033
output station which prints out either file data listings or sununar •; data.
PRODL• C"PION CONTROL 1401 OPERATIONS COl\I^IUNICATIONS
AND PRODUCTION FLOW DIAGRAM
Efficient operation of the Production Control and Accounting System is
contingent on well organized communication between the Production Control
Center and the operations office of the 1 .101 CPU. All scheduled outputs for
production control purposes, as well as unexpected outputs, will be directed by
the Production Control Center.
8J
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"he 1401 operations center will. in turn. perform required processing tasks
and communicate with Production Control to inform it that work has been
Completed.
Figure 413 shows the communication process of both areas.
1. Production Control Center
Mien thf, Production Control Center w nts processing work to be performed
it will enter manually keyed instructions or punch cards with data processing
instructions via a 10:31 input station These messages N yill normally he pre-
ec tablished and will be codes to jLforn; the CPU to reference more detailed in-
struction formats in disk storage. An example of this would be the assignment
of a number or alphabetic character, which alloys a program to enter an appro-
priate message table an extract a longer printout of explicit instructions. The
processing instructions will be printed out at a 103 output print station located
in the 1401 operations area. It is preferable to use a 101313 output station for
printing messages instead of the 1.103 printer attached to the CPL: in order to
avoid print:rg conflicts.
?.	 1401 Operations
The 1401 central processor will accept punched card job stacks as program
inputs or tali routines from the executive program r,n magnetic tape. It will then
reference the production control and accoviaing data stored on the 1:111 disk
storage and perform the required outputs. These outputs may 'je a weekly stor-
age of t:-ie master file on magnetic tape, station to station listings, analog to
digital chronological listings, listings of files for various processing functions
and statistical summaries. The announcement of work performed by 1401
operations to the Production Control Center can be automatic and be done at
the termination of a computes run or by use of a 1031 input station. In either
case the 1 . 101 operations message will be handled by the CPC and printed out on
a 1033 output station located in the Production Control Center.
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CONCLUSIONS
This report has presented a study of the methods of production control and
accounting information storage used by the Data Processing Branch at Goddard
Space Flight Center. It has presented an alternate method of automating many
of the functions of the present data handling system. Many of the repetitive
tasks associated with punched cards have been eliminated and the accounting
data has been consolidated for instant access.
The study- has shown how an available, government owned computer, the
IBM 1401 can be utilized effectively to meet the current system requirements
and still have the capability for expansion. This results in two fold savings for
NASA, in that it takes advantage of existing equipment, and that it relieves the
Data Processing Branch from placing a workload on larger, much higher priced
computer systems that should be used for direct support of GSFC's scientific
m iss ions.
The areas of timing have been explored to find out how the Avork load is
translated from external physical requirements to machine performed activities.
The manual loading times, although long in terms of a work day, have little
effect upon the machine. The activities at C: a different terminals suggested for
the system, are remote from one another, and present no discernible loading
conflicts. Movement of the data from i ► ,put to storage by the system is accom-
plished easilv and rapidly, and the time consumed is small compared to the
time the system is available for use during the normal period of activity.
Output functions place constraints upon the system only in circumstances
that are in-the extreme. The example given for a total storage output is illus-
trative of such a situation.
Anticipated queuing can be handled by proper scheduling techniques and
interrupts on a priority basis will seldom be noticed by the people operating the
system.
Finally, it is reiterated that this system has been developed to facilitate the
current methods of production control and accounting operations. It does not
attempt to redefine or add accounting variables to the system, rather it has
stressed facility of placement of the presently used ones, and has pointed out
that large scale rearrangements or increases of the variables can still be
handled without taxing the system.
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APPENDIX
SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE PRODUCTION CONTROL
AND ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
Scope
This specification contains the requirements and the system configuration
for a production control and data collection system to be located at Goddard
Space Flight Ceater. The system will be used to replace the accounting methods
used for supervisory control of production in the Data Processing Brannh of the
Information Processing Division.
Applicable Documents
IBIII Systems Reference Library
IBINI 1401 System Operation Reference Manual — File Number
1401/1460-01 Form A24-3067-1.
IB'I 1030 Data Collection System — File Number T-P-09 Form A24-
3015-2.
IB\I Disk Storage Drive — File Number 1311-07 Form A26-5991-0.
IB?1I Transmission Control Unit — File Number T-P-09 Form A24-
3244 -1.
I1311I Communications IOCS Spec-fications, IBM 1401 and Direct Data
Channel — File Number 1026-30, Form C24-3241-2.
IBM 1401 Data Processing System Reference Manuals Edition A24-
140:1---..
Requirements
General Requirements. The production control system will maintain an
active account on record files kept on fifteen (15) satellites for an eight (8) week-
cycle. It is expected processing on any file of data will be completed during this
period and the file will be retired to a completed records storage medium.
There will be an average of one hundred and fifty (150) files (hereafter referred
to as entries) per satellite per week. Each entry can consist of up to three
hundred and twenty (320) binary coded decimal, seven bit characters with all
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files of uniform length and structure. The total record keeping storage space
will therefore require five million, seven hundred and sitity thousand (5,760,000)
character storage locations. (15 satellites/week x 8 weeks x 150 files/satellite
x 320 characters/file = 5,760,000 characters). There are four specific tasks
the production control system will perform. They are as follows:
Functional Requirements.
The system will operate as a data collection facility for six (6) remote
input stations. It must accept inserted information and store it in a
large memory library. The information from the input stations will
consist of the status of magnetic tapes being processed, and their loca-
tion in the processing cycle. The data input from the remote stations
will be random through two eight hour operational shifts. The number
of inputs at any time will consist of one (1) to eighty (80) characters.
The system will output, upon request, the current status of any record
of information. Each record will consist of 320 BCD characters. This
output operation will be performed concurrent with the data collection
activities of the system.
The system will maintain a summary of the data collection records
which can be _eierenced on a daily basis. The summary will contain
the total number of files that have been received, digitized, edited,
decommed, culled, released, and he time of release. The summary
will also contain the number of files backlogge i for. digitizing, editing,
decommutation, shipping, and the total in processing. It will contain
the number of files received and files culled since the previous summary
report. Summary update will be concurrent with data collection activi-
ties.
To support the production control process, the system will be required
to print out formatted listings of tho data collected daily and weekly,
and to also produce output listings of specified portions of the stored
data, in part, or in whole.
Equipment Specifications
The system will consist of IBM equipment currently located at, and used by
the Data Processing Branch, Information Processing Division of the Goddard
Space Flight Center and the additional IB11 equipment that can be immediately
connected to the existing configuration.
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Available Equipment.
IBM 1401 Processing Unit
Hi-Lo Equality Compare Feature No. 4575
Multiply-Divide Feature No. 5375
Print Storage Feature No. 5585
Column Binary Feature No. 1990
Advance Programming No. 1060
Sense Switches No. 7600
Seek Overlap No. 6400
Four (4) 729 Mod I T Magnetic Tape Drives
1402 Card Punch/Reader
1403 Printer
Equipment To Be Added.
1401 System Additional Equipment
One (1) Magnetic Core Storage Unit, 8K character memory 1406-2.
One (1) Disk Drive with Controls Model 1311-4
Two (2) Disk Drive Model 1311-2
Disk Adapter Feature No. 3339
Direct Seek Feature No. 3281
Scan Disk Feature No. 6396
See Overlap Feature No. 6400
Three (3) Disk Packs Model 1316-1
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One (1) Auxiliary Console Model 1409-2
Console Adapter No. 2263
One (1) Transmission Control Unit Model 1026-1
Line Adapter Feature No. 4790
Expanded Line Feature No. 383
Interrupt Feature RPQ
1030 System Equipment
One (1) Input Station with Controls Model 1031-P2
Six (6) Input Stations Model 10:;1-B2
Four (4) Output Printers Model 1033-1
One (1) 1033 Printer Attachment Feature Number 1279.
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GLOSSARY
Accounting Data — Information on recorded data, and on the processing functions
performe, to reproduce it in various stages to intelligible form.
Aerospace Telemetry — The method of transmission of information from distant
origins to accessible locations of a physical variable that can be numerically
scaled.
Analog Data — A representation of magnibude.
Analog Magnetic Tapu — A magnetic tape with recorded analog voltage signals
of data acquired from satellites.
Analog to Digital Conversion — That process whereby variable analog signal
quantities are changed to a corresponding digital quantity in numerical form.
BCD — Binary Coded Decimal
Buffer Tape — A magnetic tape containing initially- converted analog to digital
data.
CPL' — Central Processing Unit. A stored program, arithmetic, digital logic
computer capable of accepting, performing manipulations and outputting
digital data.
Computer Ilun — A programmed task, or sequence of tasks, performed on a
compyster
Data Processing Branch — The official GSFC organization responsible for the
processi,,g and accounting performed on satellite data.
Decommutation — The separation of individual experimenter data from a digital
tape containing sets of experiments.
Digital Data — Information based on a discrete interval which can be manipulated
by arithmetic methods.
Digital 1agnetic Tape — A magnetic tape a-ith recorded digital voltage levels.
Entry — The insertion of file data into the system.
Edit — The process of checking, converting and reconstructing data formats.
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File — A specified length of characters containing processing data on satellite
orbits.
Master File — All the pertinent accounting information collected and retained on
all satellites in the system for a specified storage period.
Pass — An orbit of a satellite around the earth.
Record — A file of information recorded on magnetic tape or on disk storage.
Telemetry Data — Data transmitted in a constructed signal arrangement from a
satellite.
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